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Candidates are requested to give their answers in their own 

Words as far as practicable 

(All the symbols have their usual meaning) 

 

Unit - I 
 

1. Answer any three of the following:                                     2x3 = 6 

a) Write down the expression of Lande-g factor. Calculate the g-factor for 3D1.      

b) Write down the difference between characteristic and continuous X-rays.          

c) What are Stark effect and Zeeman effect?              

d) Show that in thermal equilibrium, the emission (at optical frequencies) is predominant 

due to the spontaneous transition. Given T ~ 103 K, λ ~ 6000 Angstrom.          

e) Draw the ground state and 1st excited state wave function of an electron in a hydrogen 

atom.                  

 

2. Answer any two of the following:                    4x2 = 8 

a) What is fine structure? Explain qualitatively, why the degree of fine structure is 

splitting so much bigger in lead rather than in hydrogen atom.                      1+3 = 4 

b) Discuss how the sodium D-lines are affected due to the presence of strong and weak 

magnetic field.                

c) Calculate the correction to the energy of an electron in hydrogen atom due to spin-

orbit interaction.  
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d) Find the ratio of Einstein A and B coefficients.               

                                                                      

3. Answer any one of the following:                       6x1 = 6 

a) Write down the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for hydrogen atom in spherical 

polar coordinates and separate it into three differential equations for three parts of the 

total wave function.                                                   1+5 = 6 

b) Sketch schematically the experimental set-up of Stern-Gerlach experiment and 

discuss the results.                  2+ 4 = 6  
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Unit - II 
 

4. Answer any three of the following:                          2x3 = 6 

a) What is the difference between normal X-ray and muonic X-ray?         

b) Write down two techniques to measure nuclear size experimentally.         

c) Calculate the mass of exchange particles (pions) involved in nuclear force if the range 

of nuclear force is 2 fm.              

d) What are the applications of accelerators?            

e) Write down the names of accelerator-facilities in India.          

  

5. Answer any two of the following:                               4x2 = 8 

a) Discuss the working principle of linear accelerator with suitable diagram.               

b) Show that the nuclear force or potential is spin dependent.           

c) The nucleus 27Si14 decays to its mirror nucleus 27Al13 by positron emission with a 

maximum energy of 3.48 MeV. Find the difference in the Coulomb energy between 

the two nuclei and hence estimate the value of R0 in the expression of R = R0A
1/3

      

d) (i) Explain why the deuteron system is very loosely bound.  

(ii)What fraction of time do the neutron and proton in the deuteron system spend 

beyond the range of their nuclear force.                2+2=4 

                                                                           

6. Answer any one of the following:                             6x1= 6  

a) With suitable experimental diagram discus the high energy electron scattering 

experiment to measure nuclear size and hence calculate the size of 16O nucleus.       

b) Starting from the Geiger and Marsden experiment, discuss how the existence of 

nucleus was predicted by Rutherford.  

 

________________________ 

 


